Sodexo innovates to transform your business

Smart Maintenance

In the workplace of the next normal, it will be even more critical to smartly manage and enhance the reliability of your assets. Smart maintenance can improve business continuity and deliver to you cost and time efficiencies.

Combined with the use of IoT sensors to monitor status of your key assets, Sodexo offers remote technical assistance using smart glasses. When a critical asset onsite malfunctions or breaks down, our technical team uses AR technology to instantly connect remotely to experts at our command center. Together, they are quickly able to diagnose and resolve the issue. This offers a quick turnaround time as well as improved safety.

The solutions can significantly reduce the need of SME travel to site and the cost of asset breaks and repair operations.

Innovative technology for improved maintenance of your critical assets.
On-demand Access to Technical Experts

Use technology to improve technical maintenance for your critical assets in a safe and efficient manner.

Business Continuity
- Reduced turnaround time for delivery of maintenance services
- Reduced risk of downtime of critical assets
- Improved transparency and availability of asset related information

Access to Expertise
- Smart glasses offer ease of access to technical experts for prompt diagnosis of issues
- An OEM’s expertise can be easily called upon for varying levels of complexities

Safety & Compliance
- Remote technical assistance eliminates any safety risk associated with travel
- Enables strict adherence of safety and regulatory norms of different assets

Cost Efficiencies
- Reduced travel results in cost efficiencies
- Efficient utilization of onsite technicians’ capabilities
- Reduced carbon footprint

Learn more about Sodexo’s smart maintenance and complete range of programming at www.sodexorise.com or contact us at energyandresources.global@sodexo.com

Preparing for the next normal

- PREPARE Site and employee restart
- PROTECT Enhanced cleaning, temperature monitoring and contactless provision of services
- ENABLE Nutritious to-go/prepared meals, food cards and digital services
- SUPPORT Onsite health communication and wellness services
- OPTIMIZE Physical distancing, space management/planning and efficiency services